


Double Cabin



Design
We want end users to We want end users to 
experience vehicles with 
our modifications as if the 
end result was built in its 
entirety by the factory. The 
structure and the colour of 
materials applied, such as 
fabrics and plastic parts, fabrics and plastic parts, 
perfectly match with those 
originally used.

Functionality
The double cabin is the The double cabin is the 
optimal and attractive 
combination for the 
efficient transport of both 
persons and cargo. Unique 
is the loading space 
created under the rear 
seats which can be utilised seats which can be utilised 
for transporting “longer” 
cargo.

Fitability
Modifications are designed Modifications are designed 
for a specific car model 
and are therefore fully 
compatible. We aim to 
match the high finishing 
level of the car 
manufacturer. We attach 
our products as much as our products as much as 
possible to connection 
points already available in 
the vehicle.



Double Cabin
standard

With the standard double cabin, safety and functionality come first. The double cabin can accommodate 
up to six people while still providing a cargo area in which you can easily transport all the necessary 
materials and tools needed for a six crew project.   The combination of a comfortable 3-seater bench and 
durable materials make the double cabin ready for intensive use.    
  
 - Adjustable head restraints on all seats  
 - 3 point interia-reel safety belt on all seats  
 - Bench cover with storage pocket  
 - MDF cover, incl ashtray  
 - 3 seater covered with cloth as front seats



Double Cabin
luxury 

The luxury variant is designed for those who place high demands on their double cabin. By choosing a 
3-seater contoured bench or 4 seater bench, up to maximum of seven people can travel safe and 
comfortable.   
The fine and luxurious finishing of the double cabin perfectly fits with the original design of the vehicle. It The fine and luxurious finishing of the double cabin perfectly fits with the original design of the vehicle. It 
makes you almost forget that it’s a commercial vehicle!

 - 3 seater with two arm rests in between
 - Luxury step in with shock proof step in light
 - Floor covered with fixed carpet mat
 - Bench cover with storage pocket
 - Additional load space under the bulkhead














